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Everything Everything by Nicola Yoon
Maddy is allergic to the world; stepping outside the sterile sanctuary of her home
could kill her. But then Olly moves in next door. And just like that, Maddy realizes
there's more to life than just being alive. You only get one chance at first love.
And Maddy is ready to risk everything, everything to see where it leads.

Thirteen Reasons Why by Jay Asher
Clay Jensen comes home from school to find outside his front door a mysterious
box with his name on it. Inside he discovers a series of cassette tapes recorded
by Hannah Baker - his classmate and crush. Only, she committed suicide two
weeks earlier. On the first tape, Hannah explains that there are 13 reasons why
she did what she did - and Clay is one of them. If he listens, Clay will find out
how he got onto the list - what he hears will change his life forever.

Jacob’s Room by Virginia Woolf
JACOB’S ROOM, Virginia Woolf’s third novel, marks her first foray into Modernist
experimentation. The narrative traces Jacob’s childhood in Cornwall and his
education at Cambridge, culminating in an evocative portrait of his adult life in
London and abroad. Jacob is romantically torn between the artistic Florinda, the
upper-middle-class Clara Durrant and the beautiful, but married, Sandra
Wentworth Williams. This tissue of romance, though, is torn apart by the
cataclysmic events of the First World War. Woolf poignantly depicts the life of
Jacob through a sequence of alternating perspectives that combine letters,
fragments of dialogue and the ephemeral impressions of those nearest to him.
Jacob’s voice becomes the absent centre of one of Modernism’s first great
novels.

Evil Star by Anthony Horowitz
After his experiences at Raven's Gate, fourteen-year-old Matt Freeman thinks his
days of battling evil are over. But he is pulled into another horrifying adventure
when he discovers a second gate exists. Matt and his friend Richard travel to
Peru and, assisted by a secret organization known as the Nexus, follow a series
of clues to the gate's whereabouts. But there is a traitor in the Nexus... Richard is
kidnapped. Matt manages to escape with the help of Pedro, a local boy. The pair
travel to the Nazca desert and Matt realizes the horrifying truth: the Nazca lines
are the second gate – it is about to open. But, this time, will he have the strength
to prevent it?

Ark Angel by Anthony Horowitz
In the sixth book in the number one bestselling Alex Rider series by Anthony
Horowitz, teenage spy Alex has a chance encounter with the son of multibillionaire Nikolei Drevin. Soon Alex finds himself in the middle of an international
crime hunt. The connection – Ark Angel, a revolutionary space hotel with
catastrophic potential.
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Who Runs the World by Virginia Bergin
Sixty years after a virus has wiped out almost all the men on the planet, things
are pretty much just as you would imagine a world run by women might be: war
has ended; greed is not tolerated; the ecological needs of the planet are always
put first. In two generations, the female population has grieved, pulled together
and moved on, and life really is pretty good - if you're a girl. It's not so great if
you're a boy, but fourteen-year-old River wouldn't know that. Until she met
Mason, she thought they were extinct.

The Challenge by Tom Hoyle
Ben's been grieving for his best friend, Will, who suddenly disappeared from their
tiny village a year ago. But when twins Sam and Jack begin at the school, things
start to look up. Cool, good-looking and popular, they draw Ben into their world
and introduce him to The Challenge. What first appears to be a fun internet game
quickly turns sinister as Ben's tasks become wilder and more dangerous, starting
to raise questions over Will's disappearance. But once you're involved with The
Challenge, it's very hard to get out . . .

The Rook by Anthony McGowan
A poignant, beautifully written novella about growing up and family. A companion
piece to the hugely successful Brock and Pike, McGowan warms hearts once
more with the adventures of Nicky and Kenny.
QUICK READ

ZOM B Fugitive by Darren Shan
WHERE DO YOU TURN WHEN ALL IS LOST?
HOW CAN YOU BUILD A FRESH FUTURE ON THE SANDS OF A TWISTED
PATH?
WHAT IF EVERYTHING YOU KNEW WAS A LIE?
B SMITH IS ON THE RUN . . .
The penultimate tale in this gory, epic series from bestselling author and master
of horror Darren Shan - with unmissable twists and a bold new cover look!

Thin Air by Michelle Paver
The Himalayas, 1935.
Kangchenjunga. The sacred mountain. Biggest killer of them all.
Five Englishmen set out to conquer it. But courage can only take them so far.
And the higher they climb, the darker it gets.
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Goldenhand by Garth Nix
Lirael is no longer a shy Second Assistant Librarian. She is the Abhorsen-inWaiting, with dead creatures to battle and Free Magic entities to bind. She's also
a Remembrancer, and wielder of the Dark Mirror.
When Lirael finds Nicholas Sayre lying unconscious after being attacked by a
hideous Free Magic creature, she uses her powers to save him. But Nicholas is
deeply tainted with Free magic and Lirael must seek help for him at her childhood
home, the Clayr's Glacier.
But even as she returns to the Clayr, a messenger is trying to reach Lirael with a
dire warning from her long-dead mother, Arielle, about the Witch with No Face.
But who is the Witch, and what is she planning?
Once more a great danger threatens the Old Kingdom, and it must be forestalled
not only in the living world, but also in the cold, remorseless river of Death.

Girl Online: Going Solo by Zoe Sugg
As Penny starts the school year she's ready to face the world - alone. Noah has
gone off the radar after ending his world tour early and no one, including Penny,
knows where he is. So when she accepts Megan's invitation to visit her
performing arts school it seems like an opportunity to make some new friends.
Helping everyone else seems to be the right remedy. Elliot needs her friendship
more than ever, and she meets Posey - struggling with stage fright and in need
of support. But is charming Scottish boy Callum the right kind of distraction? And
can Penny truly move on when Noah's shadow seems to haunt her round every
corner?

No Filter by Orlagh Collins
Emerald has grown up in a privileged world - the beloved daughter of a wealthy
family, friends with all the right people, social media addict. But Emerald's family
has secrets - and when Emerald finds her mum unconscious on the bathroom
floor, no one can pretend any more. Now she's being packed off to stay with her
grandma in Ireland while her mum recuperates and her dad just works and works
and works. Grandma's big, lonely house is set back from the beach, and there's
no phone signal or wifi. It's going to be a long summer ... Until she meets Liam.
When you're falling in love, it's hard to tell someone everything. Even if you've
got nothing to hide any more. And when secrets and lies are all you're used to,
how do you deal with real love - brave and true - with no filter?

Laputa – Castle in the Sky DVD
The high-flying journey begins when Pazu, an engineer's apprentice, finds a
young girl, Sheeta, floating down from the sky, wearing a glowing pendant.
Together, they discover both are searching for the legendary floating castle,
Laputa, and vow to unravel the mystery of the luminous crystal around her neck.
Their quest won't be easy, however. There are sky pirates, secret agents and
monumental obstacles stopping them from discovering the truth - and each other.
However, Laputa is more than it appears, and some seek to use it for evil.
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Nausicaa – Of the Valley of the Wind DVD
Classic Japanese anime feature directed by Hayao Miyazaki, set in a distant
future after human civilisation has been wiped out in a global war known as the
Seven Days of Fire. In the isolated Valley of the Wind, Princess Nausicaä (voice
of Sumi Shimamoto) rules over a small group of survivors, the valley bordered on
all sides by a toxic jungle guarded by monstrous insect creatures. This
equilibrium is about to be disturbed though, as a new struggle for earthly
domination threatens to unfold.

Mockingjay Part 1 DVD
The worldwide phenomenon of The Hunger Games continues to set the world on
fire with The Hunger Games: Mockingjay - Part 1, which finds Katniss Everdeen
(Jennifer Lawrence) in District 13 after she literally shatters the games forever.
Under the leadership of President Coin (Julianne Moore) and the advice of her
trusted friends, Katniss spreads her wings as she fights to save Peeta (Josh
Hutcherson) and a nation moved by her courage. The Hunger Games:
Mockingjay - Part 1 is directed by Francis Lawrence from a screenplay by Danny
Strong and Peter Craig and produced by Nina Jacobson's Color Force in tandem
with producer Jon Kilik. The novel on which the film is based is the third in a
trilogy written by Suzanne Collins that has over 65 million copies in print in the
U.S. alone.

The Shack DVD
Based on the New York times best-selling novel, the shack takes us on a father’s
uplifting spiritual journey. After suffering a family tragedy, Mack Phillips (Sam
Worthington) spirals into a deep depression causing him to question his
innermost beliefs. facing a crisis, he receives a mysterious letter urging him to an
abandoned shack deep in the Oregon wilderness. Despite his doubts, Mack
journeys to the shack and encounters a trio of strangers led by the enigmatic
Papa (Octavia Spencer). Through this meeting, Mack finds important truths that
will transform his understanding of his tragedy and change his life forever.

My Cousin Rachel DVD
A young Englishman plots revenge against his mysterious, beautiful cousin,
believing that she murdered his guardian. But his feelings become complicated
as he finds himself falling under the beguiling spell of her charms.
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The Wizard of Oz DVD
Classic musical adaptation of the L. Frank Baum novel starring Judy Garland,
Ray Bolger, Bert Lahr and Jack Haley. A tornado whisks Dorothy (Garland) and
her house from Kansas to Munchkin City, squashing the Wicked Witch of the
East upon landing. The Wicked Witch of the West (Margaret Hamilton) vows
revenge, while Dorothy sets off on the yellow brick road to see the Wizard of Oz
(Frank Morgan), hoping he can tell her how to get home. On the way she makes
friends with a scarecrow (Bolger), a tin man (Haley) and a cowardly lion (Lahr) all of whom have specific reasons for wanting to meet the magical Wizard. With
the Wicked Witch out to get her, will Dorothy ever get home again?

Dracula DVD
Classic film version of the vampire tale, based on Hamilton Deane's theatrical
adaptation of Bram Stoker's novel. Estate agent Renfield (Dwight Frye) travels to
Transylvania to arrange the sale of an English mansion to nobleman Count
Dracula (Bela Lugosi). When Renfield discovers that his host is a 500-year-old
vampire, he is bitten and himself enslaved. After arriving in London, Dracula
attempts to get his teeth into Mina Seward (Helen Chandler), an innocent maiden
betrothed to Jonathan Harker (David Manners). Vampire expert Professor Van
Helsing (Edward van Sloan) attempts to put a stop to the bloodsucking.

Hag Seed by Margaret Atwood (Modern re-telling of The Tempest)
Felix is at the top of his game as Artistic Director of the Makeshiweg Theatre
Festival. His productions have amazed and confounded. Now he’s staging a
Tempest like no other. It will boost his reputation. It will heal emotional wounds.
Or that was the plan. Instead, after an act of unforeseen treachery, Felix is living
in exile in a backwoods hovel, haunted by memories of his beloved lost daughter,
Miranda. Also brewing revenge.
After twelve years, revenge finally arrives in the shape of a theatre course at a
nearby prison. Here, Felix and his inmate actors will put on his Tempest and
snare the traitors who destroyed him. It’s magic! But will it remake Felix as his
enemies fall?

The Ethan I Was Before by Ali Standish
Ethan had been many things. He was always ready for adventure and always
willing to accept a dare, especially from his best friend, Kacey. But that was
before. Before the accident that took Kacey from him. Before his family moved
from the city he loves to a tiny town in the middle of nowhere.
Ethan's new home feels like the place for second chances. It's also home to
Coralee, a girl with a big personality and even bigger stories. Coralee may be just
the friend Ethan needs, except Ethan isn't the only one with secrets. Coralee's
are catching up with her, and what she's hiding might be putting both their lives at
risk.
The Ethan I Was Before is a story of friendship, wonder, adventure and ultimately
of hope.
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I Have No Secrets by Penny Joelson
Fourteen-year-old Jemma has severe cerebral palsy. Unable to communicate or
move, she relies on her family and carer for everything. She has a sharp brain
and inquisitive nature, and knows all sorts of things about everyone. But when
she is confronted with this terrible secret, she is utterly powerless to do anything.
Though that might be about to change...
A page-turning thriller seen through the eyes of a unique narrator, this is a truly
original, heart-rending and compulsive book for young adult readers. Perfect for
fans of Wonder, The Curious Incident of the Dog in the Night-time and Looking
for JJ.

The Art of Being Normal by Lisa Williamson
Two boys. Two secrets. David Piper has always been an outsider. His parents
think he's gay. The school bully thinks he's a freak. Only his two best friends
know the real truth - David wants to be a girl. On the first day at his new school
Leo Denton has one goal - to be invisible. Attracting the attention of the most
beautiful girl in year 11 is definitely not part of that plan. When Leo stands up for
David in a fight, an unlikely friendship forms. But things are about to get messy.
Because at Eden Park School secrets have a funny habit of not staying secret for
long ...

All Quiet on the Western Front by Erich Maria Remarque
In 1914 a room full of German schoolboys, fresh-faced and idealistic, are goaded
by their schoolmaster to troop off to the 'glorious war'. With the fire and patriotism
of youth they sign up. What follows is the moving story of a young 'unknown
soldier' experiencing the horror and disillusionment of life in the trenches.

A Berlin Love Song by Sarah Matthias
Max is 17, a German schoolboy, when he meets Lili, a trapeze artist from a
travelling circus that performs every year in Berlin. Lili is from a Romani gypsy
family whose life and customs are very different from those of Max and his family.
Their friendship turns into love - but love between a member of the Hitler youth
and a gypsy is forbidden. As events tear them apart can their love survive? Set
against the backdrop of the Second World War, A Berlin Love Song is a love
story of passion, unexpected friendship, despair, loss and hope. It exposes the
extermination of the Roma and Sinti referred by Angela Merkel as the forgotten
holocaust.

The White Hare by Michael Fishwick
A lost boy. A dead girl, and one who is left behind.
A village full of whispers and secrets.
When the white hare appears, magical and fleet in the silvery moonlight, she
leads them all into a legend, a chase. But who is the hunter and who the hunted?
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Magpie Murders by Anthony Horowitz
Editor Susan Ryland has worked with bestselling crime writer Alan Conway for
years. Readers love his detective, Atticus Pünd, a celebrated solver of crimes in
the sleepy English villages of the 1950s.
But Conway's latest tale of murder at Pye Hall is not quite what it seems. Yes,
there are dead bodies and a host of intriguing suspects, but hidden in the pages
of the manuscript lies another story: a tale written between the very words on the
page, telling of real-life jealousy, greed, ruthless ambition and murder.
From the creator of Midsomer Murders comes a fiendish mystery perfect for fans
of Agatha Christie's Miss Marple and Hercule Poirot.

One of Us is Lying by Karen McManus
Five students go to detention. Only four leave alive. For fans of Gossip Girl
and Pretty Little Liars, this is the perfect high school thriller.Yale hopeful
Bronwyn has never publicly broken a rule. Sports star Cooper only knows what
he's doing in the baseball diamond. Bad body Nate is one misstep away from a
life of crime. Prom queen Addy is holding together the cracks in her perfect life.
And outsider Simon, creator of the notorious gossip app at Bayview High, won't
ever talk about any of them again. He dies 24 hours before he could post their
deepest secrets online. Investigators conclude it's no accident. All of them are
suspects. Everyone has secrets, right? What really matters is how far you'll go to
protect them.

Tom’s Sausage Lion by Michael Morpurgo
Nobody will believe Tom when he tells them that he has seen a lion - especially
when he says it was padding through the orchard with a string of sausages hanging
from its mouth. So Tom sits up, night after night, waiting for the lion to return.
This book is a “Quick Read”.

Shuriken & Pleats Vol 2 by Matsuri Hino
When the master she has sworn to protect is killed, Mikage Kirio, a skilled ninja,
travels to Japan to start a new, peaceful life for herself. But as soon as she
arrives, she finds herself fighting to protect the life of Mahito Wakashimatsu, a
man who is under attack by a band of
ninja. From that time on, Mikage is drawn deeper into the machinations of his
powerful family.
With her final mission as a ninja fulfilled, Mikage strives to lead the life of a
normal high school girl. But the shadows of her former colleagues threaten to
mar the peaceful skies. Mikage encounters someone she thought she’d never
see again...
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If I Stay by Gayle Forman
Just listen,' Adam says with a voice that sounds like shrapnel. I open my eyes
wide now. I sit up as much as I can. And I listen. 'Stay,' he says.
Everybody has to make choices.
Some might break you.
For seventeen-year-old Mia, surrounded by a wonderful family, friends and a
gorgeous boyfriend decisions might seem tough, but they're all about a future full
of music and love, a future that's brimming with hope.
But life can change in an instant.
A cold February morning . . . a snowy road . . . and suddenly all of Mia's choices
are gone. Except one.
As alone as she'll ever be, Mia must make the most difficult choice of all.
Gripping, heartrending and ultimately life-affirming, If I Stay will make you
appreciate all that you have, all that you've lost - and all that might be.

Where She Went by Gayle Forman
The stunning sequel to Gayle Forman's international best seller, If I Stay. If you
had a second chance at first love . . . would you take it?
It's been three years since Mia walked out of Adam’s life. And three years he’s
spent wondering why. When their paths cross again in New York, Adam and Mia
are brought back together for one life-changing night.

Just one Day by Gayle Forman
When sheltered American good girl Allyson "LuLu" Healey first meets laid-back
Dutch actor Willem De Ruiter at an underground performance of Twelfth Night in
England, there’s an undeniable spark. After just one day together, that spark
bursts into a flame, or so it seems to Allyson, until the following morning, when
she wakes up after a whirlwind day in Paris to discover that Willem has left. Over
the next year, Allyson embarks on a journey to come to terms with the narrow
confines of her life, and through Shakespeare, travel, and a quest for her almosttrue-love, to break free of those confines.

The New Recruit by Andy McNab
What if your prank killed your best friend? Could you live with yourself?
You try to forget and move on; you enrol in Army training, you want to make
something of your life. The training is tough and it almost breaks you. But you
survive; you know you’ll make a good soldier.
Finally, when you’re out in Afghanistan, under enemy fire, you come face-to-face
with your best friend’s brother. He still blames you for his brother’s death. You
now have more to fear than just enemy soldiers.
We also have The New Patrol and The New Enemy which are thrillers about
Liam Scott.
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Butter by Erin Lange
I can't take another year in this fat suit, but I can end this year with a bang. If you
can stomach it, you're invited to watch . . . as I eat myself to death.
-Butter
Prepare to gasp, laugh and cry at one boy's journey from lonely outcast to toast
of the school as he nears his dreadful deadline . . .

